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Abstract — In today’s Mobile Telecommunication Industry, it is very essential that the operators concentrate
business strategies like customer value and interest to improve in this competitive world. It is proposed to use
clustering approaches for finding the natural grouping within the customers based on the service usage
behaviours. The clustered information exposes important and interesting facts which can be used by the
operators and marketers to design appropriate strategies for each member and enhance their profit. The fastgrowing user group, competition environment and diversified operations have put forward high necessities for
the service quality of the mobile communications industry. The competition to acquire and retain customers
within themselves among mobile service providers is growing fierce. The key to the success in the market is to
understand their customer to the best. Telecommunication operators use their call detail record which describes
customer subscription, usage and payment pattern in order to analyze utilization behaviour. By means, service
providers may prioritize expansion decisions and optimize network problems for satisfying and give better
performance to the customers.
Keywords—Data Mining, Clustering Techniques, Canopy, Simple K-Means, Filtered cluster, Make Density Based
cluster, Farthest First, PAKDD 2006, MCDR, Chi-Square, WEKA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data Mining (DM) is a method for doing data investigation went for discovering designs, uncovering shrouded
regularities and connections in the data [1]. It is the process of finding useful patterns in data and is known by
different names in different communities. DM is the vital step in the KDD process for analysing the data.
Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is defined as the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel,
potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data [2]. KDD is a broad area that integrates
methods from several fields including statistics, databases, AI, machine learning, pattern recognition, machine
discovery, uncertainty modelling, data visualization, high performance computing, optimization, management
information system (MIS), and knowledge-based systems. The steps that are involved in KDD process are Data
Gathering, Data Cleansing, Feature Extraction, Data Mining, Visualization of Data, and Verification and Evaluation
of Results [3].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes an overview of PAKDD 2006 Dataset, Different feature
selection methods were discussed in Section III, Experimental work is given in Section IV, Performance analysis
and comparison are done in Section V and Section VI concludes the carried-out research and possible future
works.
II. DATASET DESCRIPTION
A Dataset is a collection of data that contains individual data units organized (formatted) in a specific way and
accessed by a specific method based on the data set organization. A CDR contains detail such as calling number,
called number, time of call, duration of call etc. It does not contain the call charge. A MCDR is a data record stored
by a mediation system in network switch of format understandable by billing system. Dataset was provided by an
Asian Telco Operator for a Competition called PAKDD 2006 [4]. This company has launched 3G Technology and
would like to know the details of customer interested in switching from 2G to 3G.
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The dataset contains 20K 2G customers and 4K 3G customers with 251 attributes for each instance. The 251
attributes contain information like personal details, call details, message details, GPRS details, WAP details,
application details like games, videos, etc., payment details and handset specification details. Training set contains
18000 instances which have been taken for this mining process and the Test set contains 6000 instances. Training
set contains 15K 2G customers and 3K 3G customers and Test set contains 5K 2G customers and 1K 3G customers
respectively [5].The information is summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.
Properties
Domain
File Type
Data Type
Class
Number of Records
2G Records
3G Records
No.of Attributes

DATASET DESCRIPTION
Value
Call Detail Record
DAT
Text
Binomial {2G,3G}
18000
15000
3000
251

III. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Data Mining models have been erected and implemented using different clustering algorithms for identifying
2G/3G customers. To improve classification performance, lower computational complexity, build better optimized
models, and reduced memory storage feature selection strategy is applied to the dataset before classification stage.
In this work the selection of most suitable attributes from the dataset, was carried-out using chi-square Attribute
Evaluation. This feature selection method measures the strength of each features with the criteria, and rank the
features based on the measures.
Chi-Squared
Feature Selection via chi-square (χ 2) [6] test is another; very commonly used method Chi-squared attribute
evaluation evaluates the worth of a feature by computing the value of the chi-squared statistic with respect to the
class. The initial hypothesis H0 is the assumption that the two features are unrelated, and it is tested by chisquared formula:
( − )
=
where Oij is the observed frequency and Eij is the expected (theoretical) frequency, asserted by the null
hypothesis. The greater the value of χ 2, the greater the evidence against the hypothesis H0 is. On Applying ChiSquare Attribute Evaluator to the dataset containing 251 attribute and 18000 instances, 13 attributes have been
selected.
TABLE II.

SELECTED ATTRIBUTE BY CHI-SQUARE ATTRIBUTE EVALUATOR
Attribute Evaluator
Selected Attributes
11, 23, 26, 77, 85, 88, 89, 98, 102,
Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator
103, 132, 219, 251.

The resultant dataset with selected 13 features from Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator as shown in Table II
IV. FEATURE SELECTION METHODS
Cluster analysis or clustering is the errand of collection an arrangement of items such that articles in a similar
gathering (called a cluster) are more comparative (in some sense or another) to each other than to those in
different gatherings (clusters).A best clustering strategy will create great clusters in which the intra-class (that is,
intra-cluster) closeness is high. The inter-class likeness is low. The nature of a clustering result additionally relies
upon both the closeness measure utilized by the technique and its execution. The nature of a clustering technique
is likewise estimated by its capacity to find a few or the greater part of the hidden patterns. Be that the target
assessment is complicated: normally done by human/experts’ examination.
There are various clustering techniques available in weka. They are,
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Canopy
Farthest First
Filtered
Make Density Based
Simple K-Means

A. Canopy
Canopy clustering algorithm is an unsupervised pre-clustering algorithm introduced by Andrew McCallum, Kamal
Nigam and Lyle Ungar in 2000 [7]. Usually utilized as pre-processing venture for the K-means algorithm or the
Hierarchical clustering algorithm. It is expected to accelerate clustering tasks on huge data sets, where utilizing
another algorithm straightforwardly might be unrealistic because of the extent of the data set.
B. Farthest first
Farthest first is a heuristic based method of clustering. It is a variation of K-Means that likewise picks centroids
and doles out the items in cluster yet at the point furthermost from the current cluster focus existing in the data
zone. Quick clustering is given by this algorithm in the vast majority of the cases since less reassignment and
alteration is required.
C. Filtered
Filtered is the process of running an arbitrary clusterer on data that has been gone through an arbitrary filter. Like
the clusterer, the structure of the filter is construct only in light of the training data and test instances will be
prepared by the filter without changing their structure.
D. Make Density Based
Density Based Clustered algorithm is a data clustering algorithm proposed by Martin Ester, Hans-Peter Kriegel,
Jorge Sander and Xiaowei Xu in 1996 [8]. Density based clustering algorithm has assumed an essential part in
discovering non-straight shapes structure based on the density. Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications
with Noise (DBSCAN) is most broadly utilized Density Based algorithm. It utilizes the idea of density reach ability
and density connectivity.
E. Simple K-Means
K-Means is the basic and generally utilized strategy of clustering. It depends on dividing system. It segments
information things into k-groups where k demonstrates the quantity of clusters determined by a client. Clusters
are framed with the end goal that everything in the cluster has least distance from the centroid. For computing
distance between a thing and the centroid, K-Means algorithm utilizes the Euclidean distance estimation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
F. Data Preparation
1) Replace Missing Values
Missing value [9] is the number (percentage) of instances in the data for which the attribute is unspecified. We use
a filter called “Replace Missing Values”, which replaces all missing values for all nominal and numeric attributes in
a dataset.
2) Data Preprocessing
The dataset PAKDD 2006 is available in “dat” for in default. This format is imported in Excel and converted into
Comma Separated Value (CSV) format. The converted file is then fed into the Pre-processing Tool developed [10]
in PHP and MySQL as shown in Fig 1. The developed tool removes the duplicate instances and attributes values
available in the dataset. The tool is developed in five stages namely.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Importing Data.
Remove Duplicate Instances Values.
Remove Duplicate Column (Attribute) and Null or Zero Values.
Conversion of Text into Numeric Values.
Export preprocessed data in CSV format.
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Fig 1.

Developed Data Preprocessing Tool

Once the data is pre-processed the data is exported in the CSV format as a file and fed for further modeling. Each
and individual steps ii, iii, iv are designed in such a way they are not interrelated. Those steps can be executed
separately without each other. The end result of the pre-processing contains the same number of attributes and
instances as original since no duplicates are available. The resultant dataset contains 251 attributes with 18000
instances.
G. Feature Extraction& Clustering
The feature extraction extracts a set of features which represents customer retention prediction attributes. ChiSquare Attribute Evaluator is used to effectively handle the large dimensionality of the training set, so that it is
convenient to perform effective learning.
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Fig 2.

Proposed Method For Comparing Clustering Algorithms

In order to evaluate a subset of features, the accuracy of a predictor, which use the feature subset, have to be
considered. In the experiments, based on the training dataset mentioned above, feature selection method is
employed to select the features, independently. Based on the selected feature subset, various Clustering
Algorithms like Canopy, Simple K-Means, Filtered cluster, Make Density Based cluster, Farthest First were
experimented and compared for better performance.
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An effective analysis is done only on the dataset which shows correct clustered instances. The dataset with highest
accuracy, f-measure and lowest time taken for clustering will give an effective analysis. The final result
demonstrates that the proposed approach revealed the high value customers. It can help to achieve better
distinguishable groups, so that marketing managements can design more suitable marketing strategy.
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PAKDD 2006 dataset is being used in this proposed process, in which 13 attributes were carefully chosen through
the Chi–Square Attribute Evaluator. The attained feature set is then assessed by different clustering algorithms
like Canopy, Simple K-Means, Filtered cluster, Make Density Based cluster, Farthest First. Table III shows the
performance of the various clustering method.
TABLE III.
Metrics
Accuracy
F-Measure
2G-3G
Time Taken

Performance of Clustering Algorithms

Canopy
57.7889
71.6112
6177
0.22

Filtered
57.7334
42.2667
6190
0.27

Make Density
57.9611
71.8751
6091
0.39

Simple K Means
57.7334
71.5568
6190
0.36
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From the Table III and Figure 3, it shows the results of different clustering types. Among all the clustering types
Make Density Based Clustering technique gives the highest accuracy value, highest f-measure value for the Chisquare dataset. The log likelihood value of this clustering type is also the high of all the other clustering type.
Hence Make Density Based Clustering technique can be used in chi-square dataset for efficient results.
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Comparison of Feature Selection Methods
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

The evaluation of various feature selection methods like Principal Component Analysis, Information Gain, Gain
Ratio, Quantile Regression, Attribute Selected Classifier and Chi-Square Attribute Evaluator are done for
dimensionality reduction purpose in Telecommunication Industry.Feature selection techniques illustrate that
more information is not always good in machine learning applications. Different algorithms can be applied for the
data at hand and with baseline classification performance values that can select a final feature selection algorithm.
For the application at hand, a feature selection algorithm can be selected based on the following considerations:
simplicity, stability, number of reduced features, classification accuracy, storage and computational requirements.
Among various clustering technique used, Make Density Based clustering gives the highest accuracy value of
57.9611. The Log likelihood value of MDBC is-95.2088 which is the highest of all the other clustering techniques.
The number of customers acquired by the MDBC technique who are about to switch from 2G to 3G is 6091. Thus,
chi-square feature reduced dataset with make density based clustering technique gave a clear picture on the
analysis of the customer; based on their usage behaviour.
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